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1 Information

Contact Information

The Institute for American Studies is located at the University’s Humanities Building (Geisteswissenschaftliches Zentrum, GWZ), Beethovenstraße 15, on the 5th floor – house 3.

For details on our programs and faculty, please visit the American Studies Leipzig (ASL) website at http://americanstudies.uni-leipzig.de

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Dr. Crister S. Garrett</td>
<td>3505</td>
<td>97 37 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:crister.garrett@uni-leipzig.de">crister.garrett@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Dr. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez</td>
<td>3508</td>
<td>97 37 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:pisarz@uni-leipzig.de">pisarz@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Dr. Carsten Junker</td>
<td>3507</td>
<td>97 37 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:carsten.junker@uni-leipzig.de">carsten.junker@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Katja Schmieder</td>
<td>3502</td>
<td>97 37 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:schmieder@rz.uni-leipzig.de">schmieder@rz.uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Sebastian Herrmann</td>
<td>3503</td>
<td>97 37 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:smherrmann@uni-leipzig.de">smherrmann@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Anja Eifert</td>
<td>3501</td>
<td>97 37 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:anja.eifert@uni-leipzig.de">anja.eifert@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Schubert, MA</td>
<td>3502</td>
<td>97 37 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:stefan.schubert@uni-leipzig.de">stefan.schubert@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Pruessing, MA</td>
<td>3501</td>
<td>97 37 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:heather.pruessing@uni-leipzig.de">heather.pruessing@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Grob, MA</td>
<td>3504</td>
<td>97 37 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:anne.grob@uni-leipzig.de">anne.grob@uni-leipzig.de</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Secretary’s Office

Anne Keyselt
Room 3506
Phone: + 49 341 973 7330

Regular office hours:
Monday - Thursday: 9:30 am - 2:30 pm

Email to: americanstudies@uni-leipzig.de

Advising

At the Institute for American Studies, students can rely on a comprehensive network of advisors to assist them with the organization of their programs of study. Please visit the ASL website for contact information and office hours of our faculty and staff.

These faculty members are available for the following concerns:

**Questions relating to program requirements; general guidance and advice on how to organize your studies:**
- Dr. Katja Schmieder, Dr. Sebastian Herrmann, Dr. Anja Eifert, Stefan Schubert, MA

**General Advising**

Mentoring “Qualitätspakt Lehre- StiL”
General study advising offered by “Philologische Fakultät”

Julia Protze, Priska Fronemann, Miriam Speckmann
Room: 3314
Tel: 97 37 464
http://mentoren.philol.uni-leipzig.de
e-mail: philolment@uni-leipzig.de
Office Hours: Tuesday and Thursday 2-3 pm, and by appointment

**Advice and services concerning transfer from another university or from another degree program; credit for study abroad:**
- Dr. Katja Schmieder
- Dr. Sebastian Herrmann

**Questions relating to specific fields of study, including format of exams:**
- **SHP/Kulturgeschichte**: Prof. Crister Garrett; Dr. Anja Eifert
- **LC/Literaturwissenschaft**: Prof. Carsten Junker; Dr. Katja Schmieder; Dr. Sebastian Herrmann; Stefan Schubert, MA
Registration for Classes

Most classes require prior registration. To learn more about registration procedures for students in different ASL programs (Magister, BA, MA; service for Lehramt), please have a look at the Registration Information Sheet available in the respective news item. As access to some classes is quite competitive, please take the procedures and deadlines for registration seriously.

American Studies Modules

Modules in the BA and MA programs are designed to achieve specific learning goals, they entail a specific amount and specific types of coursework and examinations, and they may have prerequisites. To learn more about these, we strongly encourage you to have a look at our program’s Module Catalog (BA; MA) and at the appendix to our Conditions of Study (BA; MA).

International Students

International Students are very welcome in the courses offered by the Institute for American Studies. To learn more about places available in individual courses, please contact the instructor, and describe your situation briefly (i.e., exchange student, international guest student, participating in an international degree program). We will do our very best to include you in our courses.

Courses

Course catalogs of past semesters can be found in the Downloads and Resources Area.

For course offerings in Linguistics, please consult the British Studies course catalog, available at the website of the Institute for British Studies (http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~angl).

Unless stated otherwise, classes start in the week of October 10, 2016.

Students are responsible for keeping track of updates on actual course dates (some are alternating).

Addresses:

GWZ (Geisteswissenschaftliches Zentrum), Beethovenstr. 15
NSG (Neues Seminargebäude), Universitätsstr. 5
HSG (Hörsaalgebäude), Universitätsstr. 7
2 BA Courses

2.1 Literature and Culture I (04-001-1001)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Carsten Junker

This module acquaints students with the basic issues and techniques of American literary studies. It provides a survey of United States literary history as well as an introduction to the methods and theories employed in literary and cultural analysis.

The module consists of one lecture, one seminar, and one tutorial

Lecture: American Literature, Beginnings to Present

Tuesday, 11 am - 1 pm, HS 6
Prof. Carsten Junker
lehrbox coming soon

The lectures will provide an overview of central literary movements and authors in American literature against the background of influential socio-cultural developments.

The lecture starts on the 11. October.

Seminar:

either a) Wednesday, 11 am - 1 pm, NSG 122
Thorsten Burkhardt
www.lehrbox.de/656

or b) Thursday, 11 am - 1 pm, NSG 410
Dr. Sebastian Herrmann
www.lehrbox.de/679

or c) Thursday, 1 - 3 pm, NSG 410
Dr. Sebastian Herrmann
www.lehrbox.de/680

Based on American Studies’ comprehensive notion of ‘text’ as referring to any complex cultural artifact and on an understanding of ‘narrative’ as a fundamental category of human existence, the seminar’s underlying assumption is that the ability to ‘read’ texts is central to the ability to understand, analyze, and discuss culture more generally. To thus facilitate your ability to read complex texts, the seminar focuses on two main perspectives. It aims to help you develop an analytic vocabulary to talk about the specifics of narratives and their implementation into texts, and it aims to help you understand basic theoretical frameworks that discuss the connection between texts and culture in analytic terms. The seminar will moreover help you to develop a feeling for the questions and approaches typical of American Studies. Coursework will cover basic techniques of critically engaging texts, exemplary analyses and interpretations, as well as an overview over contemporary approaches in literary and cultural theory.

Seminar sessions start in the week of the 17th.
Tutorial (Übung):

**either a)** Monday, 11 am - 1 pm, GWZ 2.516  
Katie Protano  
www.lehrbox.de/670

**or b)** Tuesday, 1 - 3 pm, NSG 102  
Janis Reintjes  
www.lehrbox.de/666

**or c)** Tuesday, 3 - 5 pm, NSG 224  
Katie Protano  
www.lehrbox.de/671

This course focuses on the language skills necessary for successful literary analysis. The tutorial will focus particularly on the form, function, and structure of the traditional English essay. Through various writing activities, which will progress in difficulty and length, students will gain the writing skills required to complete the module seminar’s final assignment.

Tutorial sessions start in the week of the **17th**.
2.2  iTASK (international, interdisciplinary, integrated: Technical, Academic, Soft, and Career Skills) (04-001-1004)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Crister S. Garrett

The goal of the module is to help students develop key skills to thrive in their studies and in their subsequent career choices. Reports from Germany and the United States show that a leading reason why students experience frustration and set-backs in their studies and career pursuits is because of a relative lack of preparation in how to integrate personal and professional goals into a comprehensive plan for continuous individual development. For the generation of students beginning university, your learning and working life is expected to last at least a half-century. This module is meant to help you prepare for that voyage. This module is thus meant to prepare you for the TASK ahead.

The module consists of one Professional Seminar and one Praxis Seminar

Professional Seminar

Wednesday, 3 - 5 pm, NSG 224
every two weeks
Prof. Crister S. Garrett
http://www.lehrbox.de/667

Classes start on October 12.

There are four types of skills that determine to a large degree a student’s success at university and in different careers after receiving an undergraduate diploma. These are technical, academic, “soft”, and career skills. The type of knowledge that one engages and acquires at university plays moreover a key role in how one thrives after leaving campus life. Especially important is knowledge that is international, interdisciplinary, and integrated into larger issues engaging societies worldwide. We will explore each set of skills, what they mean, and how to develop these further. We will do so by simultaneously exploring how they relate to the sort of knowledge and expertise expected across all sectors of the work world. During the course of our eight sessions together, you will experience first-hand and through diverse assignments how individual interests, advanced learning, professional development, and personal realization are all intimately related.

We will integrate your learning experience together by developing your own studies-and-career-portfolio where you lay out goals, objectives, and plans for the next three-to-five years. This is the last but perhaps primary importance of the “i” before the TASK ahead, namely, it should be your individual experience that prepares you to thrive during your studies and career development.

Praxis Seminar

Friday, 11 am - 1 pm, GWZ 2.516
Katie Protano
lehrbox coming soon

The praxis seminar will involve students discussing in further detail the broad themes broached during the professional seminar and integrate these discussions into various written and oral exercises and assignments to deepen communication, analytical, technical, and presentation skills to enhance and empower learning and professional development.
2.3 Society, History, and Politics II (04-001-1006)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Crister S. Garrett

This module is meant to provide students with an interdisciplinary, international, and integrated introduction to key developments and themes in the history, politics, and society of the United States from the Reconstruction period to the present.

To complete the module, students need to attend the Lecture, one Issues Seminar (Seminar #1, A or B) and one Key Documents Seminar (Seminar #2, A or B)

The module consists of one lecture and two seminars

Lecture

Monday, 11 am - 1 pm, HS 7
Prof. Crister S. Garrett
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/663

The lecture will explore the historical, political, and societal developments in the United States from the later nineteenth century to the unfolding of the current century. While exploring the “uniqueness” of the “American experience”, care will be taken to place American society in an international, transnational, and global context. Themes include the nature of political culture, the emergence of economic systems, cultures of security, the politics and policies of immigration and diversity, the politics and policies of civil rights, and the notion and relationship between different “eras” of history, including progressivism, the inter-war years, the cold war, post cold war period, and post 9-11 politics.

__________________________________________________________________________

Seminar #1: Issues in Contemporary American History, Politics, and Society

“US Foreign Policy and Diplomacy in the 20th Century”

either Seminar #1 A
Wednesday, 1 - 3 pm, GWZ 2.516
Dr. Anja Eifert
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/515

or Seminar #1 B
Thursday, 1 - 3 pm, GWZ 2.516
Dr. Anja Eifert
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/515

The following seminar investigates the development of US foreign policy and diplomacy in the 20th century. Since the Age of Imperialism, US foreign relations have undergone a shift in foreign policy from isolationism and non-interventionism throughout the interwar years towards internationalism and the promotion of American values and ideals abroad in the aftermath of World War II. With the end of the Cold War, the US emerged as a 'hyperpower' in an increasingly globalized and multipolar world. The seminar will explore different themes in US foreign relations and place it in a historical and
contemporary global context with focus on specific regions and countries. It will provide a historical overview of US diplomatic practice with more in-depth analysis of specific developments and issues in US foreign relations throughout the 20th century by means of primary documents and historiographic essays. Students will improve their skills in research and presentation as well as develop a comprehensive and critical understanding of US foreign policy.

Seminar #2: Key Documents in Contemporary American History, Politics, and Society

either Seminar #2 A
Monday, 3 - 5 pm, NSG 301
Katie Protano
lehrbox coming soon

or Seminar #2 B
Tuesday, 1 - 3 pm, NSG 223
Katie Protano
lehrbox coming soon

This tutorial will complement the module’s lecture and seminar by offering further exposure to a diverse collection of primary documents from contemporary American history, politics, and society. The goal of this course is to solidify students’ understanding of the lecture and seminar content, while simultaneously improving critical and analytical skills through discussion and written assignments.
2.4 Language and Society – Applied Linguistics (04-001-1005)

Module Coordinator: Dr. Sylvia Reuter (Institut für Anglistik)

The objective of this module is to gain basic, but compared to module 04-001-1003 more extended, knowledge about the varieties as well as textlinguistics of US English.

**The module consists of one lecture and two seminars**

**Vorlesung**

Tuesday, 7 - 9 pm, HS 3  
Prof. Isabelle Buchstaller  
(Institut für Anglistik)

This lecture provides an overview of the syntactic, lexical and phonological variation across different varieties of English. It introduces participants to varieties in the UK, the US, Australia/New Zealand and other localities in the English-speaking world. We will also consider the issues of standards and standardisation, language contact, as well as ethnic, social and stylistic varieties of English.

**Seminar**

Tuesday, 9 - 11 am, GWZ 5.316  
Prof. Isabelle Buchstaller  
(Institut für Anglistik)

**Reading list:** Reader at Printy's (Ritterstr. 5) with syllabus, guidelines, and texts

**Exam:** oral presentation (15 min)

After the introduction into the concept of variation/varieties we will deal with language variation in contemporary American English/US-English. Regional variation will be the main issue as we learn about the history of US-English dialects and the contemporary dialect areas (e.g. Boston/New England and NYC) together with their features in pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary as compared with General American English (= Western Type). Current developments and ethnic variation are connected topics. As we proceed, insights into theoretical phenomena will be gained such as how to elicit spontaneous speech for research, why linguistic variables are important, or what isoglosses and hypercorrection tell us about variation in language.
Seminar Textlinguistik:

Wednesday, 9 - 11 am, NSG 320
Prof. Doris Schönefeld
(Institut für Anglistik)

Reading list: Reader at Printy's (Ritterstr. 5) with syllabus, guidelines, and texts

Exam: written examination (60 min)

The seminar introduces into the earlier periods of all Englishes, i.e. into Old and Middle English, followed by Early Modern English as the decisive period for the birth of US-English. It then examines the most important factors that have shaped US-English from its beginnings in colonial times up to the present. Yet, as we move from the past into the present we will not only discuss changes on all language levels, i.e. vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation, but also investigate what authentic texts of various times teach us linguistically.
2.5 Ethnicity and Diversity in US Culture (04-001-1018)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez

The goal of this module is to enable students to understand the United States as a multiethnic and multicultural space and to discuss on an academic level the cultural productions of various ethnic groups in the contexts of their specific historical and cultural development.

The module consists of one lecture and one seminar

Lecture

Friday, 11 am – 1 pm, HSG HS 20
Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/674

This lecture starts on October 21.

The lectures will discuss key concepts of and developments in race, ethnicity and minority studies as well as explore the cultures and histories of ethnic groups in the U.S., focusing especially on the literatures and cultures of U.S. Latinos/as, African Americans, Asian Americans and Native Americans.

Seminar: Defining and Redefining African American Literature

Tuesday, 11 am - 1 pm, GWZ 2.516
Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/index.php?tab=673&mod=home

The first session will take place on Tuesday Oct 18.

This course will explore “African American” as an unstable signifier that has been defined, redefined and questioned in the field of tension between normative literary expectations and individual expression throughout the history of African American writing. We will discuss texts from the 19th century to the present, including authors such as Harriet Jacobs, Charles Chesnutt, Zora Neale Hurston, Toni Morrison, and Sapphire.
The first session will take place on Tuesday **Oct 18**.

This course will take a look at literature by and about Asian Americans. Looking at similarities and differences within the texts, we will discuss the concept of an Asian American experience as well as the ever-changing identities found in the narratives. The readings will include poems, novels as well as short stories by authors such as Maxine Hong Kingston, Amy Tan, Chang-Rae Lee, Lawson Fusao Inada, Justin Chin, Lysley Tenorio and Alice Sola Kim.

Students will be expected to purchase *The Joy Luck Club* by Amy Tan and *On Such A Full Sea* by Chang-Rae Lee.
2.6 Project Module (04-001-1009)

Module Coordinators: Prof. Crister S. Garrett

This module is meant to allow BA students to apply the analytical, organizational, and presentation skills that they have learned to date in their university career by pursuing a project in American Studies involving interdisciplinary, international, and integrative types of knowledge and learning. The module thus provides an interface between classroom skills and knowledge and preparation for professional international careers. The colloquium provides the forum in which students can pursue these learning goals.

The module consists of one colloquium (out of two)

Project Colloquium 1

Classes start on October 19.

The aim of this project-driven colloquium is to explore the significance of movement in the context of United States history and culture: it revolves around questions of migration and mobility. While both terms – migration and mobility – refer to movement, the former may imply force and involuntariness and the latter free choice. Students will be asked to explore events and phenomena defined by migration and mobility both literally and figuratively, spanning the Middle Passage and immigration, but also means of transportation and social upward mobility. They will prepare projects that examine how migration and mobility are represented in different fields and media such as film, journalism, literature, and performance, among others. Two classroom formats will be juxtaposed: group work and individual work, with the professor acting as a consultant. During the first sessions, participants will jointly identify their objects of research-based study; subsequently, they will prepare their projects in small groups and on an individual basis; finally, they will present their work to the larger group in a concluding session that brings together Professor Garrett’s and this colloquium.

Project Colloquium 2

Classes start on October 19.

The theme for Professor Garrett’s colloquium project will be contemporary history and politics with an emphasis on international, transnational, and global dynamics. First meetings of the colloquium will be used to create consensus around the concept and content of the colloquium project. Thereafter students will “drive the project” with the professor acting as a type of consultant & coach who then provides a final assessment of the project along with another colleague. The colloquium will allow students to deepen research skills, analytical skills, organization and planning skills, technology skills,
and presentation skills in a team-driven project that will also involve students preparing a paper on their own. The Project Module thus involves students practicing over an extended and focused period a set of skills deemed essential by experts for advanced and independent learning along with initiating and completing team-driven projects involving complex themes.
3 MA Courses

3.1 Methods and Theories in American Studies (04-038-2001)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez

This module provides students with an overview of key methods and theories employed in the interdisciplinary field of American Studies. It is meant to prepare students for the program's advanced modules.

The module consists of one lecture and one seminar

Seminar: Methods and Theories I

Thursday, 1 - 3 pm, GWZ 3.515
Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez / Prof. Carsten Junker
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/index.php?tab=676&mod=home

This course starts on October 20.

The seminar “Methods and Theories in American Studies I” will explore the various methodological and theoretical approaches to American Studies, the nature of the debate about the strengths and possible drawbacks of different methods and theories, and where the field of American Studies is today in its lively and open debate about the conceptualization, pursuit and results of diverse approaches in the field.

Seminar: Methods and Theories II

Thursday, 11 am - 1 pm GWZ 3.515
Dr. Katja Schmieder
lehrbox coming soon

This seminar will address major paradigms of and theories employed in American Studies, their evolution and contestation in the past sixty years of scholarship within the field. We will read and discuss critical writing that probes into the beginnings of American Studies in the so-called Myth-and-Symbol School and into the various ways in which this foundational paradigm has been challenged and expanded, e.g., by the group of scholars who call(ed) themselves “New Americanists.” We will explore some of the effects of the “theoretical turn” in American Studies scholarship, its insistent call to reflect on basic assumptions, e.g., about culture, texts, nation, “race,” gender, and, ultimately, the nature of scholarship itself.
3.2 Graduate Colloquium in American Studies (04-038-2002)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Crister S. Garrett

This module acquaints students with current issues and debates in American studies. Two exemplary seminars represent different academic traditions within this interdisciplinary field of inquiry, giving students an impression of their respective scholarly interests and approaches.

The module consists of two seminars

Seminar: The Internationalization, Transnationalization, and Globalization of Society, Politics, and History: The Case of the United States.

Tuesday, 1 - 3 pm, GWZ 3.515
Prof. Crister S. Garrett
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/662

This seminar will explore with diverse readings the extent to which the “national” is being contextualized, re-configured, and re-imagined through international, transnational, and global themes and approaches for American Studies. Readings will come from such disciplines as history, political science, cultural studies, sociology, anthropology, and economics. We will explore prominent new book series from leading publishers that indicate new approaches to American Studies. These include Princeton University Press's “America in the World” series, Duke University Press's “New Americanists”, the University of North Carolina's “New Cold War History”, Palgrave's “Rethinking World Politics”, University of Minnesota Press's “Critical American Studies”, Routledge's “New International Relations”, and the University of Michigan Press's “Configurations: Critical Studies of World Politics”. These efforts to re-position American Studies, to complicate and innovate the field, have fundamental consequences for students seeking careers either in an academic or analytical setting and for students more interested in a more practice-oriented professional and or policy field.

Seminar: Constructing Deviance: Others, Outcasts, and the Homo Sacer

Wednesday, 3 - 5 pm, GWZ 2.516
Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/index.php?tab=675&mod=home

This course starts on October 19.

This course will address the construction and negotiation of deviance in American literature and culture from the early 19th century to the present time. We will look at novels, films, visuals and other material to discuss how notions of deviance have changed, which function the figure of the outcast has had in various periods and how the definition as outcast has impacted on identity constructions and group and self-representation. Our discussions will also address the relevance of Agamben’s figure of homo sacer to the concept of deviance, and how processes of displacement, exclusion, and marginality are linked to broader forms of social control and management of populations such as the camp or the prison.
3.3  iCAN: international, interdisciplinary and integrated Career and Academic Knowledge (04-038-2003)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Crister S. Garrett

The two seminars complement each other to introduce and embed for students how American Studies relates to major trends in international career development. What skills, knowledge, and experience are employers in such diverse professional sectors as education, media, international organizations, business, government branches, cultural exchange, and journalism looking for? How do these trends impact how one pursues graduate studies, and how one begins now to prepare for the period after graduate school? Repeated international studies confirm that students should be defining and designing their graduate school objectives and strategy from the outset of their graduate program. This goal is the purpose of requiring all students in the MA American Studies program at Leipzig to enroll in iCAN.

The module consists of a professional seminar, a praxis or applied seminar, and a tutorial

Professional Seminar

Thursday, 3 - 5 pm, GWZ 2.516
N.N.
lehrbox coming soon

Applied Seminar (aspeers)

Monday, 3 - 5 pm, GWZ 2.516
Stefan Schubert
lehrbox coming soon

From identifying a topic of profound academic interest to writing a Call for Papers, from corresponding with authors to gathering financial support, from reviewing others' work to suggesting modifications, from grouping articles to sections to writing an introduction – editing a scholarly publication entails a wide range of professional skills central to academia and to non-academic work settings alike.

In 2007/08, the first group of editors founded and published aspeers, the first and currently only graduate-level peer-reviewed journal for European American Studies, i.e., a journal that publishes the critical work of pre-PhD authors from (other) European universities.

This semester, we will work to edit the 10th issue of the journal and to refine its positioning in the market. This will include learning about different publication formats and about academic publishing in the US and Germany in general. Most of the time and workload, however, will go into the editing process outlined above. Mostly working in project groups, the module thus provides a truly unique opportunity to acquire and improve professional skills in areas such as critical reading and writing, word processing, public relations, and communication.
This class takes place every two weeks.

The iCAN tutorial seeks to “fine tune” students’ professional skill sets. In addition to advanced writing guidance, students will also receive assistance in preparing professional documents such as cover letters, resumes, and job-specific applications. The course will also touch on professional presentation skills, interviewing, and networking.
**3.4 Transatlantic Space (04-038-2010)**

Module Coordinator: Prof. Crister S. Garrett

The construction of the United States has been from the beginning an exercise shaped by, in the context of, and opposed to, European influences. The history and contemporary nature of the United States is impossible to understand in any meaningful way without its transatlantic context. The influences, institutions, values, and issues that compel the United States and Europe to interact, to influence each other, to contest, compete, and cooperate, can be defined as the transatlantic space. The transatlantic space, even in the unfolding transpacific era, continues to be central to the American experience and its understanding.

**The module consists of two seminars**

**Seminar #1: The Emerging Transatlantic Space**

Thursday, 3 - 5 pm, NSG 410  
Prof. Crister S. Garrett  
http://www.lehrbox.de/668

The United States and Europe are of fundamental importance to each other in terms of interests, influences, and interdependencies. From these interactions emerge contestations, competitions, and diverse forms of cooperation. The transatlantic space – or the institutions, norms, and issues around which and with which the U.S. and Europe interact – is undergoing a dynamic phase of reconsideration and recalibration. One overarching theme that underlines the challenges to the transatlantic space is the concept of security in its fullest sense. With the end of the cold war and in the context of 9-11 the United States and Europe are engaged in a fundamental discussion about what societies mean by security, and what priorities citizens and governments want to set for pursuing security. In this seminar the concept of security communities will play a central role. Students will have a wide space in which to explore their more focused interests in the context of security communities, including economic issues, environmental and energy issues, cultural issues, historical issues, religious issues, and of course more traditional military issues.

**Seminar #2: Interrogating the Transnational Turn in American Studies**

Tuesday, 5 - 7 pm, GWZ 3.515  
Prof. Carsten Junker  
lehrbox coming soon

The field of American Studies has undergone a “transnational turn” in recent years, the theoretical implications and practical effects of which will be at the center of attention in this seminar. Students will become familiar with various theoretical positions inaugurating this paradigm shift away from notions of American exceptionalism, among them Shelley Fisher-Fishkin’s 2004 Presidential Address to the American Studies Association entitled “Crossroads of Cultures: The Transnational Turn in American Studies.” Keywords to be examined in the seminar include Americanization, globalization, migration, mobility, and transculturation. How do these concepts undergo revision in the study of American literature(s), culture(s), and media; how do they in turn impact these areas of study, their objects and methodologies? Questions such as these will be at the core of the seminar, in which students will be required to develop their own research agendas.
3.5 Consumption, Culture and Identity (04-038-2011)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Carsten Junker

This module focuses on the study of consumer and popular culture. The two seminars approach consumer culture from different academic perspectives, aiming to acquaint students with the respective research interests and methodologies they contribute to the exploration of consumption, culture, and identity.

The module consists of two seminars

Consuming Violence

Wednesday, 1 - 3 pm, GWZ 3.515
Prof. Carsten Junker
lehrbox coming soon

This seminar will examine the relationship between violence and consumption, addressing issues around the nexus of violence, power, spectacle, and cultural representation. While it proceeds from the contention that violence must be regarded in context to be addressed, it assumes that violence is not an exceptional but an integral and foundational part of (United States) history and culture. We will be addressing institutional, epistemic, individual, and symbolic forms of violence, with a specific focus on their cultural forms of representation: how does violence get represented and narrated in literature, film, television, and journalism? How does the non-narratability of experiences of violence get addressed? How do representations of violence distribute unequal positions of power across actors and spectators? Whose perspectives get focalized? Drawing on a range of disciplinary approaches and concepts from literary and media studies, history, sociology, and psychology, the seminar will explore cultural representations that frame various (gendered, sexualized, racialized, classed) manifestations of violence and will facilitate discussions about the potential functions and effects of consuming violence. Not least, we will ponder the question of how our speaking about ‘spectacles of violence’ may be implicated in replicating them.

Language, Identity and Society in American Science Fiction

For the last hundred years or so, science fiction has been a way for writers to imagine the future, but also, implicitly or explicitly, to think about the present. In this class, we'll read American genre and mainstream works from the 1930s to the 2010s, with particular attention to the ways in which science fiction uses language to create a world, and the ways in which its created worlds cast light on technology, gender, race, politics, and other human notions.

We will read H.P. Lovecraft's At the Mountains of Madness (1936), Ray Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles (1950; selections), Samuel R. Delany's Babel-17 (1966), Philip K. Dick's Ubik (1969), Octavia Butler's Kindred (1979), William Gibson's “Johnny Mnemonic” and “The Gernsback Continuum” (1981), and Jennifer Egan's “Black Box” (2012). Please purchase the books by Lovecraft, Bradbury, Delany, Dick, and Butler. The stories by Gibson and Egan will be provided to you. The books by Lovecraft, Bradbury, Delany, Dick, and Butler have been ordered at the Connewitzer Verlagsbuchhandlung and will be available at the beginning of October.
3.6 iDEWEY (international, interdisciplinary, integrated Dewey Principle) (04-038-2013)

Module Coordinator: Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez

The module reflects the American philosopher John Dewey and a cornerstone of his philosophy of pragmatism involving “learning by doing.” The “i” before his name is meant to reflect individual approaches to American Studies and the three cornerstones of the American Studies Leipzig approach to the field: interdisciplinary, international, and integrative learning and scholarship.

In this spirit, the module provides a platform for graduate students to hone their professional skills in a project that combines their knowledge expertise with their international career skills such as (academic) tutoring, crosscultural communication, team management, leadership skills, project implementation, fundraising, and marketing.

Students will be able to choose from two seminars-formats:

- a praxis seminar which provides a space where they conceptualize a symposium-like event, plan its implementation, and then carry it out. The role of the instructor is rather as a consultant, with students being encouraged to assume a leadership role

- an MA and doctoral thesis colloquium where participants develop, present and discuss their MA thesis and doctoral thesis projects. As a forum for the exchange of work in progress (preferably for those students who are planning to write their MA thesis with the instructor of this course), the seminar will allow participants to share their ideas and get feedback on the development of their thesis from their peers and from the instructor.
3.7 MA and Doctoral Thesis Colloquium

The first meeting will be on Wednesday Oct 19.

Wednesday, 11 am - 1 pm, GWZ 3.515
Prof. Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez
http://www.ul.as.lehrbox.de/index.php?tab=678&mod=home

or

Tutorial: Conference

Friday, 1 - 3 pm GWZ 2.516
Katie Protano
lehrbox coming soon

[...]
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4.1 Modul *-2401: “American Literatures, American Societies”

The module is designed specifically to train future teachers in utilizing electronic resources, e-teaching, and e-learning to teach American Studies material in the classroom. For more information on this innovative format, cf. our project homepage. The module consists of a seminar and a lecture. The module exam consists of an extensive e-teaching project prepared by the students in the seminar.

Seminar “Teaching America – E-Teaching, E-Learning, Best Practice”

Wednesday, 11 am - 1 pm, NSG 224
Eleonora Ravizza

or

Wednesday, 1 - 3 pm, NSG 224
Eleonora Ravizza

or

Thursday, 9 - 11 am, GWZ 2.516
Eleonora Ravizza

or

Thursday, 11 am - 1 pm, GWZ 2.516
Eleonora Ravizza

This seminar focuses on e-learning /e-teaching in the high school classroom. In this practical class, students will get to know the online platform “Teaching America,” which bridges the gap between university learning at American Studies Leipzig and high school instruction in the state of Saxony. In order to be able to teach American Studies content at the high school level, the students will learn how to select appropriate e-learning/e-teaching resources on topics such as American history, politics, literature, culture, economics, diversity, and global/transatlantic issues. In applying their knowledge from the module’s lectures, students will also create their own e-learning resources and in their final presentations demonstrate their newly developed resources for the high school classroom. In a final project, they will assess and explain how their newly developed, innovative tools can be used in Saxony’s classrooms by applying various e-learning/e-teaching strategies.
Lecture

(choose either of the lectures as inspiration for your seminar project)

“Literature and Culture I”
Tuesday, 11 am - 1 pm, HS 6
Prof. Carsten Junker

or

“Society, History, and Politics II”
Monday, 11 am - 1 pm, HS 7
Prof. Crister Garrett

or

“Ethnicity and Diversity in US Culture”
Friday, 11 am - 1 pm, HS 20
Prof. Pisarz-Ramírez
5 Other Courses

5.1 Approaches to the Short Story: A Fiction Workshop
Tuesday, 3-5 pm, GWZ 3.515
Paul La Farge (Picador Guest Professor)

The short story can take many forms: minimal and maximal, realistic and fantastic, experimental and traditional. In this class, we’ll practice the techniques of short-story writing in relation to works by writers whose short stories are quite different from one another. The first part of the course will involve directed writing exercises; the second part will be a workshop in which students will complete and revise a short story.

Readings will include stories by Ernest Hemingway, David Foster Wallace, Vladimir Nabokov, Flannery O’Connor, Raymond Carver, Mary Gaitskill, Rivka Galchen, Philip Roth, Donald Barthelme, Lydia Davis, Junot Diaz and Kelly Link.

All students are welcome, but the number of spots is limited. Please sign up via e-mail to americanstudies@uni-leipzig.de by September 30, 2016. In your e-mail, please indicate your name, your student ID number, as well as the program in which you’re currently studying. You will receive an e-mail from us informing you whether you secured a spot in the workshop after September 30.